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When I trained in the UK, occupational therapy was considered a sort of finishing school  

for the daughters of professionals; a "fill-in" until a suitable husband came along to  

provide income, home and children. Happily, this was the end of the swinging sixties,  

the pill was readily available and women had choice.  

Initially, I worked in mental health and, surprisingly from a current viewpoint, worked in a  

mother and baby unit and with transgender clients. But, mental health was not for me  

and I took off around the Britain with a traveling exhibition of assistive technology.  

During this adventure, I was invited to work for a manufacturer; ultimately as marketing  

manager. The experience laid the foundation for recognizing the importance of "selling"  

myself and services objectively and honestly.  

From manufacturing, I went to an innovative, national unit for people with severe  

physical limitations. Clients and their caregivers arrived for a two-week, intensive, inter-  

professional assessment and left with an array of techniques and equipment. In-house  

manufacturing facilities and links to engineers at Oxford University made this an  

assistive technology heaven.  

But motherhood called and, having found a less-than-suitable (through my mother's  

eyes) husband, I quit my job (no mat leave then) and spent four years with our two  

children while we also immigrated to Canada. We subsequently moved often for my  

husband's job and I took a number of part time positions that brought in money, allowed  

time with the children but offered little career advancement. Having said that, the work  

was varied, interesting and I realized that my skills were readily transferable.  

With the kids settled in school, I returned to full time work; this time at the Technology  

Access Clinic in Hamilton. I was back with assistive technology, had links to McMaster  

and a collegial and supportive environment. I also had the opportunity to work with the  

DeGroote School of Business and develop a fee-for-service technology clinic.  
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At this time, I was extraordinarily privileged to have Sue Baptiste as a mentor. Sue  

recognized and nurtured skills of which I was unaware and challenged me to accept a  

research management role in the School of Rehabilitation Science at McMaster. This  

led to an opportunity to work for CAOT; first in advocacy (those marketing skills again)  

and latterly as Director of Standards. CAOT really opened my eyes to the ever-  

expanding role of OT and its potential. I advocated for populations and social justice  

(military personnel, veterans, criminalized women). This is surely the way of the future  

for ~T.  

So, what lessons have I learned in 40+ years of practice? In addition to clinical skills,  

OTs need business savvy; OT skills are readily transferable and allow for variety and  

flexibility; students keep you current; embrace opportunities and challenges; find a good  

mentor; surround yourself with innovative people, acknowledge your achievements - as  

one client said, 'The doctors and nurses saved my life but you gave me a life worth  

living". I guess I found a suitable husband and a satisfying career.  

498 words.  
 


